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ecution to create a plan that is more likely to be executed in a 
reasonable time frame—a few milliseconds spent in reconsid-
eration might pay handsome dividends, and the optimizer 
could decide whether to discard or retain the data sets gener-
ated during partial query execution.

Further, as is well known, your query plans are cached in 
the shared pool and are reused whenever the query is resub-
mitted by you or by another user. This is an eminently sensible 
thing to do when the time spent in query optimization is 
significant compared to the time spent executing the query. 
But it is not a very sensible thing to do when the time spent in 
query optimization is insignificant compared to the time spent 
executing the query, and when plan execution shows that the 
optimizer grossly underestimated the time it would take to 
execute the query using that plan—the optimizer should be 
advised to consider a change in strategy. 2

We therefore see that any inefficiencies in a query plan are 
exacerbated by the obstinacy with which the query execution 
facility stays the course. 3

The Solution

Oracle has apparently been thinking about this problem 
for a long time now, and the details of its solution and strat-
egy are hidden in plain sight, on the website of the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office. Oracle filed 11 patent 
applications related to query optimization technology on 
September 7, 2004. A good deal of progress in implementing 
these inventions in the query optimizer has already been made 
in Oracle 10g, and the rest of the solution will presumably be 
unveiled in Oracle 11g.

Summary

I
n previous essays, we described the immense difficulty 
of the query optimization problem and questioned the 
wisdom of relying on the query optimizer for predict-
able performance, suggesting that, contrary to decades 

of official advice, the only real solution was for the program-
mer to manually choose access paths and bake them into 
queries using the Hint mechanism. In this essay we describe 
two remarkable deficiencies of the Oracle query execution 
facility that are not related to the difficulty of the query optimi-
zation problem. We also study Oracle’s proposal to finally cure 
these deficiencies in its next major release.

The Problem

Here is a comment from a participant in the “Ask Tom” 
forum. The first half of the author’s sentence perfectly sum-
marizes one of the biggest challenges (cardinality estimates) 
of the query optimization problem, and the second half of the 
sentence relates to the topic of this essay.

I became interested in the CBO’s selectivity calculations try-
ing to understand why it comes up with some of the ridiculously 
low cardinality estimates ( like 1 when in reality there are 80,000+) 
which then lead to disastrous access plans that take hours, pro-
vided they finish at all, instead of minutes or seconds.1

While the optimizer can be excused for generating a bad 
execution plan, there is no excuse for the query execution fa-
cility staying the course when it becomes obvious that plan 
execution is taking far longer than had been estimated by the 
optimizer. The optimizer, of course, makes many assumptions 
when generating cardinality estimates for the steps in the query 
plan, and, as explained in previous essays, these estimates can 
be far from the mark. But actual cardinalities are obtained 
during plan execution. If these cardinalities are substantially 
different from the estimates generated by the optimizer, and if 
the query is taking far longer than had been estimated, it would 
be appropriate to stop executing the query midway and return 
it to the optimizer for re-optimization. The optimizer can then 
use the actual cardinalities obtained during partial plan ex-
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This is my quest, to follow that star/No matter how hopeless, 
no matter how far/To fight for the right without question or pause/ 

To be willing to march into hell for that heavenly cause 
—Don Quixote in The Man of La Mancha
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1asktom.oracle.com/pls/ask/f?p=4950:8:::::F4950_P8_DISPLAYID:4344365159075.

2 Complete execution details for every step in a query plan including execu-
tion time, number of data blocks that were examined, and the actual number 
of data rows that were generated can be examined using the V$SQL_PLAN_
STATISTICS view.

3 Oracle has two “query governor” features that you can use to play a game of 
“whack-a-mole.” A limit may be set on the maximum amount of CPU time 
that a single query may use—different limits may be set for different users. 

Oracle automatically kills any query that exceeds its quota and issues an 
ORA-02393 error. This is, then, a systematic method of flagging queries for 
tuning—over time, all problematic queries will be identified and tuned. Refer 
to download-west.oracle.com/docs/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14200/
statements_6010.htm#i2065930 for details. If you are licensed to use 
Oracle’s Enterprise Edition, you can also use the Resource Manager to nip 
runaway queries in the bud—if Oracle estimates that a query will take 
longer than the allowable execution time, it issues an ORA-07455 error and 
does not execute the query. Refer to download-west.oracle.com/docs/cd/
B19306_01/server.102/b14231/dbrm.htm#i1010776 for details.

20050097091 SQL tuning base

20050119999 Automatic learning optimizer 

20050120000 Auto-tuning SQL statements 

20050120001 SQL structure analyzer 
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more time and system resources to perform the auto-tuning 
functions.

The second patent application describes how a query can 
be stopped and restarted if the online tuning process (de-
scribed in the first application) finds an alternative query plan 
that is estimated to take less time than is estimated to be re-
quired to complete the query using the current query plan—
presumably, this technique will also be implemented in Oracle 11g. 
You can inspect all the patent applications on the patent office’s 
website, www.appft1.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.html.

Concluding Remarks

Query optimization is not the slam-dunk exercise it is popu-
larly imagined to be. The only alternative is manual query 
tuning, but few have the time or ability to do it well. If you have 
the Tuning Pack, help is on the way in the form of a learning 
optimizer, but you may have to wait quite a while—have you 
completed that upgrade to Oracle 10g yet? ▲

The author can be reached at iggy_fernandez@hotmail.com. 

Copyright © 2007 Iggy Fernandez

Most of the patent applications relate to the “Automatic 
Tuning Optimizer” (ATO) introduced in Oracle 10g for 
“offline tuning” of individual queries and entire workloads.4 
Of most interest to us today is patent application 20050119999 
for an “automatic learning optimizer” and patent application 
20050177557 for a new type of query governor. The first patent 
application describes how offline tuning can be completely 
automated—presumably this technique will be implemented 
in Oracle 11g. 5 Here is an extract from the patent application. 
Of most interest is the iterative nature of the proposed pro-
cess—problematic queries will automatically undergo as many 
rounds of improvement as necessary!

The auto-learning process starts by identifying a small sub-
set of SQL statements which are potential candidates for auto-
learning. For example, this subset may correspond to all SQL 
statements which are known to have a suboptimal execution 
plan and a high impact on the overall performance of the sys-
tem. . . . Once the set of high-load SQL statements has been 
identified, the auto-learning optimizer can uncover its mis-
takes by analyzing each SQL statement in the set. Based on this 
analysis, if optimizer related problems are then found, correc-
tive actions are produced and stored in a computer readable 
medium, such as a disk. Because the corrective actions are per-
manently stored, the auto-learning optimizer can perform an 
iterative learning process which accumulates, over time, more 
and more knowledge on problematic queries, and also prevents 
the corrected problems from recurring. . . . The auto-learning 
process may be on-line, with the auto-learning process running 
almost continuously as a background task. In this mode, high-
load SQL statements stored in the cursor cache are targeted. 
Hence, the on-line mode can address critical SQL tuning 
issues while having a very low overhead on the system perfor-
mance. . . . In another embodiment, the auto-learning opti-
mizer performs learning off-line. In this mode, the auto-learning 
process is executed during the maintenance window as an 
automated manageability task. This off-line mode can have 

4 ATO is exposed using the DBMS_SQLTUNE package. Refer to download-
west.oracle.com/docs/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14211/sql_tune.htm 
for details. You must have licenses for Diagnostics Pack and Tuning Pack 
in addition to a license for Enterprise Edition in order to use ATO.

5 Nothing should stop the adventurous from attempting to do this themselves 
in Oracle 10g using the DBMS_SQLTUNE package.

20050125393 SQL tuning sets 

20050125398 Global hints 

20050125427 Automatic SQL tuning advisor 

20050125452 SQL profile 

20050138015 High-load SQL-driven statistics 
  collection 

20050177557 Automatic prevention of runaway 
  query execution 

20050187917 Method for index tuning of a SQL
  statement, and index merging for a 
  multi-statement SQL workload

SQL Challenge

I 
was asked to run the following SQL script on a produc
tion database. The data table in question contained ap
proximately 100 million rows and each statement would 
update approximately five million rows.

You are invited to criticize the script on as many grounds 
as possible. The prize for the most eloquent criticism is an 
iPod Shuffle and a CD of Man of La Mancha including the 
Impossible Dream song.

The contest is open to all NoCOUG members. Send your 
answers to journal@nocoug.org by May 31. The decision 
of the judges is final. ▲

	 UPDATE	 /*+	PARALLEL	(promotion,	 8)	*/	
	 	 promotion	p
	 SET	 promotion_id	=	2412
	 WHERE	 promotion_id	=	2182;
	
	 UPDATE	 /*+	PARALLEL	(promotion,	 8)	*/	
	 	 promotion	p
	 SET	 promotion_id	=	2414
	 WHERE	 promotion_id	=	2184;
	
	 UPDATE	 /*+	PARALLEL	(promotion,	 8)	*/
	 	 promotion	p
	 SET	 promotion_id	=	2416
	 WHERE	 promotion_id	=	2188;




